Enhanced Perimeter Security: Infinova and Fibertron Team Up
March 2, 2013 – Infinova and Fibertron team up to doubly secure intrusion into the most vulnerable area as per a
customer perspective, the perimeter walls of their property. Infinova and Fibertron will work together to provide its
customers one –stop solution for High Definition IP Video Surveillance and Fiber Optic Intrusion Detection
system. Infinova and Fibertron together have several installations across ministries of foreign affairs and embassies
belonging to foreign affairs across the Middle East.
Infinova is a one source solution provider for a complete range of CCTV surveillance system, fibre optic
communication and security management software. Infinova’s best-in-class solution encompasses a wide spectrum
of product technology to meet the security needs of government, industry, banking, retail, and service companies
across the globe. Infinova’s industry experience in HD Megapixel, IP, Analog and Fiber Optics reinforces its
reputation for flexibility with both integrators and end users. With its acquisition of March Networks, Infinova now
stands strong into the financial, banking and retail sector. Since Infinova is a manufacturer, they have full control over
the design and specification of its products. This gives their channel partners, the flexibility to meet specialized project
requirement, where customized solutions are needed.
Click www.infinova.com to find out more.
Fibertron is a leading manufacturer of innovative Fiber Optic Security & Safety Systems based on Optical Radar
technology. Fibertron offers 3 types of Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems - FOSM (Fiber Optic Security
Mesh), FMSW (Fence Mount Sensing Wire) and SWF (Sensing Wire Fence) and 1Suicide Fall Prevention and Alarm
System - SWN (Sensing Wire Net).
The Sensing Wires based on Fiber Optic Security Mesh technology not only provides a highly cost-effective solution,
but also overcomes limitations of a Vibration sensor or a Taut Wire sensor technology.
Fibertron has numerous installations in Government and Military organizations, Oil and other Industries across
several countries. The performance of Fibertron system has been extremely stable and effective, with several official
performance certificate issued by various government agencies. The Fibertron system is the only system capable of
differentiating a real threat from false alarms and has been rated “Best in the world” by many of its customer base.
Fibertron systems offers a unique solution that is capable of providing 100% flawless detection of intrusion attempts
of any kind, from underground to fence climbing, regardless of terrain conditions and fence types without generating
false alarms.
Click www.fibertron.co.kr to find out more.
Infinova and Fibertron will work together to cater to its customers and channel partners across Africa, ME
and SAARC countries.

